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Fueltec's Model CF50 automated fuel polishing 

system with HMI/PLC Controller and optional  

316 Stainless Steel Equipment Enclosure 

SKU 100040 

Fueltec’s automatic diesel fuel polishing systems work 24-7 

To eliminate water from tank bottoms and prevent microbe infestation in the fuel storage 

tank. In addition, fine filters remove bacteria and fungi colony strings that may have broken 

away from the parent colony and are floating in the fuel. 

  Fueltec Systems, LLC 

PO BOX 487 GRANITE FALLS, NC 28630 

828-212-1141 

www.fueltecsystems.com 
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Photos show a three tank  50 GPM system with electric ball valves directing 

flow to and from each diesel fuel storage tank. This system is equipped with an 

automatic separated water drain to a waste tank.  
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This fuel polishing system is equipped with a primary bag filter , 

bronze gear type fuel pump, water separator with micro-glass          

coalescers, and Teflon separator,  optional automatic separated water 

drain, and stainless steel UL 508 control  panel. 
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PLC/HMI 

Touch Screen Controller: 

 Controller will set filtration cycle time 

 High separator water alarm 

 Change primary filter alarm 

 Change secondary filter alarm 

 Fluid leak alarm 

 System operating 

 Underwriters Laboratory 508A Listed 

 Modbus ready 
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Fueltec Manufacturers mobile and stationary systems for Diesel, Gasoline, Jet 

Fuel, and Ethanol Fuels. 

Flow rates from 4 GPM to 150 GPM 

One to five tank systems. 

In most cases a 50 GPM Fuel Polishing System can keep a 500,000 gallon storage 

tank free of water by operating just six (6) hours per day. 
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The stainless steel primary filter  housing is located to receive contaminated 

fuel before the fuel pump and removes contamination before the fuel enters 

the water separator.  Quick acting swing bolts make filter changes easy. 

 

The water separator housing shown below features state of the art micro-glass 

coalescers that remove microscopic droplets of water from the diesel fuel. 

Which is the same process used on jet fuel for maximum water removal. 

Annual tank cleaning may not be the answer to safe fuel: 

Under ideal conditions, with water present, bacteria can double 

in size & divide in “two” every 20 minutes, onset of a serious    

tank infestation can be a matter of just weeks. 
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A critical power systems reliability is only as good as the         

condition of its fuel. 

Virtually all diesel fuel contains some moisture. Additional water builds in tanks 

as atmospheric moisture condenses. Moisture can accumulate in diesel tanks as 

condensate droplets on exposed tank surfaces, as dissolved water in the fuel, 

and as water bottoms beneath the fuel. Microbes depend on this water for 

growth. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, microbes depend on the organic and inorganic molecules in diesel 

fuel for nutrition. Consequently, some species attack the fuel directly, growing at 

the expense of hydrocarbons and non-hydrocarbon fuel components. The bio-

degradation of fuel, in support of microbial growth, is a direct impact of contam-

ination. 

  

 Indirect effects include: 

 Engine failure from clogged filters 

 Microbial influenced corrosion 

 Sludge formation 

 Engine failure from clogged filters 

 Microbial influenced corrosion 

 Sludge formation 
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Fueltec’s Model CF50.0-PLC-UL-ONE TANK 

• The Model CF50.0 installed on diesel fuel storage tanks up to 650,000  gallons keeps  

water from hosting the growth of filter clogging bacteria and fungus.  This system is  

programmed to circulate diesel fuel from the lowest part of the tank through primary 

filters to remove solids then through a micro-glass water separator to remove water  

then return the clean dry fuel to the storage tank. 

• With optional auto water drain, separated water is pumped to a waste holding tank. 
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 FUELTEC’S CF50.0 SYSTEM COMPONENTS: 

E-1 SYSTEM OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT ENCLOSURE 316SS , 43”W X 84”L X 

62”H 

E-2 FILTER/COALESCER/WATER SEPERATOR 316SS 

E-3 PRIMARY BAG FILTER  316SS 

E-4 FUEL PUMP 50 GPM  

E-5 SECOND PRIMARY BAG FILTER 

E-6 WASTE WATER PUMP 

I-1 ENCLOSURE ELECTRIC NEMA 4X STAINLES S STEEL 

I-2 VACUUM SENSOR PRIMARY FILTER  

I-3 PRESSURE SENSOR FILTER/COALESCER   

1-4 FLUID FLOW SENSOR 

I-5 SEPARATED WATER LEVEL SWITCH    

V-1 VALVE  AIR BLEED 

V-2 VALVE  AIR BLEED 

V-3 VALVE MANUAL SUPPLY 

V-4 VALVE MANUAL RETURN TO TANK 

V-5 VALVE AUTO AIR BLEED 

V-6 OPTIONAL VALVE AUTO SEPARATED WATER DRAIN 

V-7 VALVE PRIMARY FILTER DRAIN 

V-8 VALVE SAFETY ELECTRIC 

V-9 VALVE SAFETY ELECTRIC  


